
PROFILE
Experienced Frontend developer with nearly 3 years in the industry. Possess a strong grasp of both frontend and backend
development processes. Known for being disciplined and well-organized, with a constant focus on creating efficient, visually
appealing, and user-friendly websites. Personally, a gym lover, runner and gamer.

John Doe
Frontend Developer

WORK EXPERIENCE 

TECHNOLOGIES, SKILLS, LANGUAGES

Warsaw, Poland

linkedin.com/in/john-doeeee

+48 123 123 123

EDUCATION 
University of Warsaw IT Engineer

FirstCompany
Warsaw

Fullstack Developer March 2022 – Present
Full-time

Implemented various websites from concept through deployment and maintenance.
Led the successful migration of company monolith tech-stack to Jamstack approach.
Experience identifying and resolving React performance bottlenecks, optimizing applications for rerenders, correct usage
of data fetching paradigms and alignment with Core Web Vitals.
Co-created and maintained stores using company's e-commerce system, responsible for e-commerce aspects on the
frontend: checkout process, product listing, product filters, shopping cart.
Utilized responsive web design techniques to ensure websites work smoothly across different devices and browsers.
Experience with debugging and troubleshooting production React/Laravel applications (Sentry.io, Bugsnag).
Collaborated closely with Product Designers, Project Managers, and developers to deliver product on desired deadlines.
Consulted clients to understand their specific vision, gather their requirements, and translate it into code.

June 2020

SecondCompany
Warsaw

Frontend Developer February 2022–May 2023
Part-time

Prepared initial frontend application structure, implemented typography, CSS variables and reusable React components.
Confirmed skill in operating within a rapidly evolving startup atmosphere while consistently delivering code within
challenging project timelines.
Collaborated with a small team of developers, graphic designer and product owner.
Guided two junior frontend developers through the whole project, which contributed to successful launch.

Junior Frontend Developer March 2021–March 2022
Full-time

FirstCompany 
Warsaw

Implemented several websites using React with Gatsby and Next.js frameworks. 
Added new features to legacy projects built on Nuxt and Gatsby.

Software Developer Intern Summer 2018 & 2019
Full-time

InternCompany
Warsaw

Created simple Wordpress sites based on company templates.
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Frontend: React, Typescript, Javascript, Redux, Redux Toolkit, Jotai, Next.js, Gatsby, Alpine.js, HTML, CSS, SCSS, RWD,
styled components, framer-motion, react-spring, Bootstrap, WCAG.
Backend: Laravel, MySQL, MongoDB, headless Wordpress, PayloadCMS.
Other: Figma, Webpack, Vite, CI/CD, Jira, Clickup, REST API, Core Web Vitals.
Languages: Polish: native, English: B2.
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